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Abstract. Reputation and trust are useful instruments in multi-agent systems to
evaluate agent behaviour. Most of the works on trust and reputation adopt a quan-
titative representation of these concepts. Trust and reputation are commonly sim-
plified to a numerical representation loosing important properties of these con-
cepts. The aim of this paper is therefore to provide a qualitative formal analysis
of trust and reputation on the basis of cognitive primitives. The proposed for-
malization is strongly inspired by Castelfranchi and Falcone’s model of social
trust. The concepts of trust and reputation are built from the same bricks (goal,
capability, power, and willingness) but in a different scope (individual belief vs.
collective belief).

1 Introduction

The concepts of trust and reputation are important in domains where agent technologies
are applied, such as information retrieval, e-commerce, and more generally in peer-to-
peer systems. They have been in the focus of many research projects since a couple of
years, and by now there exist manifold theoretical models and implemented systems.

One of the most prominent theoretical models is the cognitive model of trust by
Castelfranchi and Falcone, henceforth abbreviated C&F [7, 8]. Their informal definition
of trust is formulated as an individual belief about some properties of the trustee.

Our first aim is to give a more formal and more refined version of the C&F def-
inition. Our strategy is top-down: we adopt C&F’s reduction of trust in terms of the
more primitive concepts of belief, goal, capability, power and willingness. We then link
their notions of belief and goal to logics of belief and preference existing in the BDI
literature. We finally step by step refine the last three concepts of capability, power and
willingness by invoking other, yet more primitive concepts, namely action, preference
and choice. To say that this definition provides a reduction means that we think that
the concepts of belief, goal, capability, willingness and power are more primitive and
better understood than that of trust. Based on this conceptualisation of trust, we then
propose a definition of reputation that is structurally similar but moves the basic con-
cepts of beliefs and goals to a collective dimension of group beliefs and goals. In fact,
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in our perspective trust and reputation have the same content: the properties of a given
target. The only difference is that trust is an individual attitude (micro level), whereas
reputation is a group attitude (macro level).

We should stress right from the start that there are several logics of belief, of goal,
of capability, etc.: we thus do not provide a definitive logic of trust, but rather clarify the
relevant concepts and offer a range of options of which we believe that they are good
candidates for a formal basis of trust.

The contributions of the present paper are threefold. After recalling the C&F def-
inition in Section 2 and distinguishing occurrent from dispositional trust in Section 3,
we first give a formal logical analysis of occurrent trust (Section 4). Second, we give
a formal logical analysis of dispositional trust (Section 5). Third, we provide a parallel
definition of reputation in terms of a group belief about some properties of the target
(Section 6). Finally, we evaluate to which extent the existing models of trust and repu-
tation conform to these definitions (Section 7).

2 Informal definition of trust

Differently from other approaches [24, 38], in C&F’s approach trust is not reduced
to mere subjective probability which is updated in the light of direct interaction with
the trustee and reputational information. Their model of social trust accounts for the
truster’s attribution process, that is, for the truster’s ascription of internal properties to
the trustee (capabilities, intention, dispositions, etc.) and for the truster’s ascription of
properties to the environment in which the trustee is going to act.

From this perspective, trust is not a simplistic notion. Two fundamental distinctions
are introduced:

– between a dimension of internal attribution of trust (i’s trustin the ‘good will’ of j)
and a dimension of external attribution of trust (the environmental trust:i’s trust in
the environment about the effects ofj’s action);

– between the different dimensions of the truster’s evaluation of and expectation
about the trustee’s properties, in particular his quality (that is due to his skills and
capabilities), and the expectation about the certainty of the expected/desired behav-
ior of the trustee (i.e. the truster’s expectation that the trustee will be willing to act
in a certain way).

According to C&F, trust has four ingredients: a trusteri, a trusteej, an actionα
of j, and a goalϕ of i. Throughout the paper,i, j, . . . denote agents (where usuallyi
is the truster andj is the trustee),α, β, . . . denote actions, andϕ,ψ, . . . denote goals,
and more generally logical formulas. C&F provide a definition of trust which is based
on four primitive concepts: capability, intention, power, and goal. In their definition, “i
trustsj to doα in order to achieveϕ” if and only if:

1. i has thegoalϕ;
2. i believes thatj is capableto doα;
3. i believes thatj has thepowerto achieveϕ by doingα; and
4. i believes thatj intendsto doα.



For example, wheni trustsj to send productP in view of satisfyingi’s goal of possess-
ing P then (1)i wants to possessP , (2) i believes thatj is capable to sendP , (3) that
j’s sendingP will result in i possessingP , and (4) thatj has the intention to sendP .

C&F stress the importance of the goal component in the definition of trust (condition
1). Indeed,i trustsj to doα only if α is relevant fori’s goals. This condition allows to
distinguish trust from merethinkingandforeseeing.

The capability and the power concepts relate to the external attribution ofi’s trust,
while the intention concept relates to the internal attribution.

Remark 1.In recent work Demolombe and Lorini [13] have generalized the motiva-
tional fourth component, by also considering norm-obedience. This allows them to dis-
tinguish goal-based trust from norm-based trust. In the sequel we shall stay with C&F’s
original definition, but will come back to this generalization in Section 6, because it
allows to highlight the parallels between trust and reputation.

3 Distinguishing occurrent trust from dispositional trust

Let us have a closer look at the trustee’s actionα which is the object of trust. We
distinguish two perspectives: in the first, the truster believes that the trustee is going
to acthere and now; in the second perspectives, the truster believes that the trustee is
going to actwhenever some conditions are satisfied.4 In the first case we are going to
use the termoccurrent trust: trust in occurrence of action instanceα here and now.
In the second case we are going to use the termdispositional trust: trust in a general
disposition of the trustee to perform an instance of the action typeα.5

C&F define what may be called occurrent trust, in the sense thati trustsj here
and nowto performα: wheni trustsj’s action (token) of sendingi some productP ,
theni believes thatj’s next action is to sendP . The trustee’s actual intention to per-
formα together with his capability to performα logically entail that he is indeed going
to performα (or at least that he is going to attempt to performα, see e.g. [25]). We
use the predicateOccTrust to denote C&F’s concept of occurrent trust. Its compo-
nents are predicates of beliefBelieves(i, ϕ), occurrent goalOccGoal(i, ϕ), occurrent
capabilityOccCap(j, α), occurrent powerOccPower(j, α, ϕ), and occurrent intention
OccIntends(j, α). We therefore have:

OccTrust(i, j, α, ϕ) def= OccGoal(i, ϕ)∧
Believes(i,OccCap(j, α))∧
Believes(i,OccPower(j, α, ϕ))∧
Believes(i,OccIntends(j, α))

The predicates on the right hand side of the definition will be explained in Section 4.

4 This relates to a standard distinction in philosophy of action:action tokens(alias concrete
actions, action instances, or action occurrences) are unique, e.g. agentj’s selling of goodP
at timet; action typesare repeatable, e.g.j’s action of turning the head, or of paying. Action
tokens are instances of action types [18].

5 This distinction between occurrent trust and dispositional trust relates to distinction between
occurrent belief and dispositional belief employed by some philosophers (e.g. [31]).



Suppose thati currently does not have the goal to possess productP . According to
the above definition of occurrent trust, it is not the case thati actually trustsj about
sending productP . It seems nevertheless natural to allow for some kind of trust in this
case, e.g. when possessingP is a potential goal fori, and wheni believes thatj would
sendP under the appropriate circumstances (typically comprisingj’s belief thati has
the goal to possess the product and has paid for it).

Generally speaking, wheni trusts j about j’s action typeα then i believes
that henceforth, j will perform α under some conditions. We use the predi-
cate DispTrust(i, j, α, ϕ) to denote dispositional trust. Its components are predi-
cates of beliefBelieves(i, ϕ), potential goalPotGoal(i, ϕ), conditional capability
CondCap(j, α), conditional powerCondPower(j, α, ϕ), and conditional intention
CondIntends(j, α).

DispTrust(i, j, α, ϕ) def= PotGoal(i, ϕ)∧
Believes(i,CondCap(j, α))∧
Believes(i,CondPower(j, α, ϕ))∧
Believes(i,CondIntends(j, α))

The three componentsCondCap(j, α), CondPower(j, α, ϕ) andCondIntends(j, α)
in the definition of dispositional trust are conditioned versions of the corresponding
components of occurrent trust. They describe the circumstances under whichi expects
that j has the capability to performα, has the power to obtainϕ via α, and is willing
to performα. The goal componentPotGoal(i, ϕ) is logically weaker than that of the
definition of occurrent trust:OccGoal(i, ϕ impliesPotGoal(i, ϕ), but not the other way
round. Moreover, dispositional trust is more basic than occurrent trust: it is possible to
infer the latter from the former, under some conditions. (We will show in Section 5 that
this is indeed the case, and will provide an explanation of the predicates on the right
hand side of the previous definition.) The converse does not hold.

The next two sections contain a detailed analysis of the components of C&F’s defi-
nition, viz. of belief, goal, capability, intention and power. Let us stress that there is no
such thing as ‘the’ logic of belief, ‘the’ logic of goal, ‘the’ logic of capability, etc., and
that our aim is more modest, viz. to clarify the relevant concepts and their interrelation,
and to offer a range of options. We do not systematically give exact mathematical defi-
nitions of these concepts, but rather provide pointers towards definitions in the literature
that are more or less consensual, or at least prominent.

We are going to typographically distinguish the semi-formal predicates that we have
used up to now (such asOccGoal(i, ϕ) andBelieves(i, ψ)) from the formal concepts
that we will introduce in the rest of the paper. We shall use typewriter fonts for the latter,
such asBeli for the modal operator of belief.

4 Occurrent trust and its components

We define the components of occurrent trust: belief, occurrent goal, occurrent capa-
bility, occurrent power and occurrent intention. This will be done by means of modal
operators of time, belief, preference, and action.



4.1 Temporal operators

All of our subsequent definitions require temporal operatorsHenceforth and
Eventually because we have to be able to speak about the future. The formula
Henceforthϕ reads “ϕ henceforth holds”, and the formulaEventuallyϕ reads “ϕ
eventually holds”.

Logics of time are well-studied in modal logic and in theoretical computer science
[36]. Their semantics is based on transition relations between possible states, i.e. (pos-
sibly infinite) automata.

4.2 Belief operators

The notion of belief is well-studied in the field of epistemic and doxastic logic since
the early 1960s [22]. In its syntax, the fact that agenti believes thatϕ is writtenBeli ϕ,
whereBeli is a so-calledmodal operator of belief, andϕ is any formula. There is a
large consensus in the literature that the logic of belief is the modal system KD45.

Modal operators of belief allows to conveniently express things. Consider for ex-
ample the formulaBeli (Belj ϕ ∨ Belj ¬ϕ): i believes that eitherj believesϕ, or j
believes the negation ofϕ. More concisely we may say thati believes thatj knows6

whetherϕ is true. To be able to express such things is crucial e.g. when we want to rea-
son about epistemic trust, where the truster has beliefs about the trustee’s competence.

We simply identify the belief predicate in the C&F definition as follows:

Believes(i, ϕ) def= Beli ϕ

4.3 Goals as preferences about the future

Many different accounts of the concept of goal exist. Together with many approaches
in the AI literature, we consider that goals are preferences about the future:i has goal
ϕ means that among the futures possible fori, i prefers those whereϕ is eventually
true. “I have the goal to possess productP ” is identified with “I prefer futures where I
possessP (over futures where I don’t)”.

Generally speaking preferences are partial preorders. We do not consider this here in
order to keep things simple, and focus on binary preferences. Probably the most promi-
nent account of binary preferences is Cohen and Levesque’s [10]. It is our preferred one,
too, one of the reasons being that it offers the advantage of neatly integrating belief and
preference.7 The fact that agenti prefers thatϕ is writtenPrefi ϕ, wherePrefi is a
modal operator of preferenceandϕ is any formula. The goalϕ to be obtained might be
a fact about the world, but also a belief or a goal, allowing us to express for example “i
wantsj to adopt goalϕ” by Prefi Eventually Prefj ϕ, or “i wants to know whether
ϕ” by Prefi Eventually (Beli ϕ ∨ Beli ¬ϕ).

6 Here and elsewhere we somewhat sloppily use the term ‘knows’ instead of ‘believes’, because
English does not provide a simple way to read the formulaBelj p∨Belj ¬p in terms of belief.

7 A second advantage is that it moreover supports the concept of intention, that is fundamental
in the analysis of willingness, see Section 4.5.



To sum it up, we identify the C&F goal predicate as follows:

OccGoal(i, ϕ) def= Prefi Eventuallyϕ

wherePrefi is a modal operator of type KD45 satisfying introspection, as defined
in [21].

Remark 2.As the formulaPrefi Eventually> is valid, our definition allows for tau-
tologous goals. A standard way to avoid this is to add a negative condition, resulting in
what has been called achievement goals [10]. Thati has an achievement goal thatϕ is
then identified with truth ofPrefi Eventuallyϕ ∧ ¬Beli ϕ. We do not consider this
here for simplicity (in particular we would have to change the definition of a potential
goal in the definition of theDispTrust-predicate in Section 5).

4.4 Capability and power in dynamic logic

When we want to define what it means that an agenti is capable to do actionα we have
to look at logics of action. Basically, these logics model actions in terms of transition
systems between states. There are two main traditions. First, logics of agency study the
interplay between an agent and the outcomes he can bring about [4, 1, 28]. These logics
thus abstract away from the particular action achieving the outcome. Second, proposi-
tional dynamic logic (PDL) studies the interplay between an action and its effects [20].
It has been shown for instance in [37] that dynamic logic is a suitable tool to character-
ize the concepts of capability and power. We focus on the latter, the main reason being
that contrarily to logics of agency, there is a rich literature on its integration with logics
of belief and goal (e.g. dynamic epistemic logics [2] or doxastic dynamic logic [32,
33]).

PDL distinguishes actions such asα from formulas such asϕ andψ, and its set of
nonlogical symbols is made up of these two distinct categories. The formulaAfterα ϕ
expresses thatϕ will be true afterevery possibleexecution of actionα. ThusAfterα⊥
expresses thatα is inexecutable.

Several extensions have been proposed in which an agent argument is added to the
PDL operators. In such extensions, the formulaAfteri:α ϕ expresses thatϕ is true
after every possible execution of actionα by agenti. For every actionα and agenti,
Afteri:α is amodal operator of action.

In this framework, the concept of (occurrent) capability is captured by the following
abbreviation.

OccCap(j, α) def= ¬Afterj:α⊥
In this sense, we identify “j is capable to performα” with “ α can be executed byj”.

The concept of (occurrent) power relatesj’s actionα with i’s goalϕ: j’s perfor-
mance ofα will makeϕ true ‘here and now’.8 Thus, whenj has the power to achieveϕ
by doingα then, necessarily, ifj doesα thenϕ will obtain. We write this formally as:

OccPower(j, α, ϕ) def= Afterj:α ϕ

8 In a more elaborate version it is sufficient thatj’s performance ofα will raise the probability
of ϕ. We do not consider this here in order to keep things simple.



Remark 3.We here do not consider the epistemic aspect of power. Indeed, as empha-
sized by [6, 3, 26], it is intrinsic to the concept of agenti’s power to achieve a certain
resultϕ by performing an actionα that i is aware of his opportunity. For example, for
a thief to have the power of opening a safe, the thief must know its combination. In this
sense, definingj’s power to achieveϕ by doingα as the conjunction ofAfterj:α ϕ and
Belj Afterj:α ϕ would be more appropriate.

4.5 Intention-to-do as preferred action

In order to define intention, as in [13] we enrich the basic language of PDL with oper-
atorsDoesi:α where a formulaDoesi:α ϕ reads “agenti is going to doα andϕ will be
true afterwards”. This allows to speak both about what an agent can do (¬Afteri:α⊥)
and about what an agent does (Doesi:α>). The relationships between operators of type
Afteri:α and operators of typeDoesi:α is given by the principle

Doesi:α ϕ→ ¬Afteri:α ¬ϕ
In particularDoesi:α> → ¬Afteri:α⊥, expressing that if agenti is going to doα then
i can doα.

Following Cohen and Levesque [10] we say thatj has the occurrent intention to
perform actionα if and only if j prefers to perform actionα ‘here and now’. Such an
intention is called present-directed (as opposed to future-directed intentions that take
the formPrefj Eventually Doesj:α>). Formally:

OccIntends(j, α) def= Prefj Doesj:α>
wherePrefj is Cohen&Levesque’s preference operator as defined in Section 4.3, and
Doesj:α is a dynamic logic operator as defined in Section 4.4.

4.6 Formal definition of occurrent trust

Summing up we get the following definition of occurrent trust:

OccTrust(i, j, α, ϕ) def= Prefi Eventuallyϕ ∧
Beli ¬Afterj:α⊥ ∧
Beli Afterj:α ϕ ∧
Beli Prefj Doesj:α>

5 Dispositional trust and its components

We now define the components of dispositional trust: belief, potential goal, conditional
capability, conditional power and conditional intention. The latter three components
are conditioned versions of the corresponding components of occurrent trust, that are
prefixed by a temporal ‘henceforth’ operator.

5.1 Potential goals

A potential goal is a goal which the agent does not exclude to have one day as an
occurrent goal:

PotGoal(i, ϕ) def= ¬Beli Henceforth¬OccGoal(i, ϕ)



5.2 Conditional capability

We define the predicateCondCap(j, α) as:

CondCap(j, α) def= Henceforth (κOccCap(j,α) → OccCap(j, α))

The conditionκOccCap(j,α) describes the circumstances under which the trusteri ex-
pects that the trusteej has the (occurrent) capability to performα.

The conditionκOccCap(j,α) is what in the reasoning about actions field of AI is
called theexecutability precondition ofα: the condition under which it is factually
(‘physically’) possible forj to performα. In the case whereα is the action of send-
ing P , the executability precondition might be thatj is not sick, thatj knows some
(possibly incorrect!) address ofi, etc.

5.3 Conditional power

We defineCondPower(j, α, ϕ) as:

CondPower(j, α, ϕ) def= Henceforth (κOccPower(j,α,ϕ) → OccPower(j, α, ϕ))

The conditionκOccPower(j,α,ϕ) describes the circumstances under which the trusteri
expects that the trusteej has the power to obtainϕ via α.

The conditionκOccPower(j,α,ϕ) is called theeffect precondition forα causingϕ in
the reasoning about actions field: the condition under which performance ofα results in
ϕ being true. In the case of sendingP such a condition might be thatj’s beliefs about
i’s address are correct, that the postal services are not on strike, etc.

5.4 Conditional intention

We defineCondIntends(j, α) as:

CondIntends(j, α) def= Henceforth (κOccIntends(j,α) → OccIntends(j, α))

The conditionκOccIntends(j,α) describes the circumstances under which the trusteri
expects that the trusteej will intend to performα. It is the most delicate one to specify.
It describes under which conditions the trusteej is prepared to perform actionα. This
can also be called willingness.

There can be multiple sufficient reasons for the trusteej to be willing to perform
actionα, none of which is necessary. Agentj might be aware ofi’s goalϕ or not,9 j
might expect rewards fromi (or some authority) in case he performsα, or decide to
performα because he is obedient to some (formal or informal) norms, or by a pure
altruistic attitude towardi. In the case of our running example,κOccIntends(j,α) might
be thatj believes thati has ordered and paid for the productP , that i has a proof for

9 Suppose i believes j to be trustworthy in general concerning actionα, i.e.
DispTrust(i, j, α, ϕ), but actually knows thatj believes thati has goal¬ϕ: then i
should not trustj to doα!



that, that non-delivery might be punished, etc. The trusteri’s beliefs about the trustee
j’s capability to performα as well asj’s power of achievingϕ by that are typically also
part ofκOccIntends(j,α).10

In [13], some of these conditions are studied and formally defined, such as an agent’s
dispositional willingness to adopt the goals of other agents. In dispositional willigness,
the conditionκOccIntends(j,α) in the definitionCondIntends(j, α) is expressed for-
mally as follows.

κOccIntends(j,α)
def= Belj Prefi Doesj:α>

In this case, we say thatj is willing to perform actionα for i (or j has a dispositional
willingness to perform actionα for i) if and only if j is willing to perform actionα
under the condition that he believes thati wants him to doα.

A form of moral willingness orobedienceis also studied. In this case, agentj is
obedient to doα if and only if j is willing to perform actionα under the condition that
he believes to be obliged to perform actionα. Formally:

κOccIntends(j,α)
def= Belj Oblig Doesj:α>

whereOblig is a modal operator of obligation, that may be considered to be the one of
of Standard Deontic Logic [9].

5.5 Formal definition of dispositional trust

Summing things up we obtain the following definition of dispositional trust:

DispTrust(i, j, α, ϕ) def= ¬Beli Henceforth¬Prefi Eventuallyϕ ∧
Beli Henceforth (κOccCap(j,α) → ¬Afterj:α⊥) ∧
Beli Henceforth (κOccPower(j,α,ϕ) → Afterj:α ϕ) ∧
Beli Henceforth (κOccIntends(j,α) → Prefj Doesj:α>)

As we said, the conditionsκOccCap(j,α) andκOccPower(j,α,ϕ) describe the executability
and effect condition ofα, while κOccIntends(j,α) describes the conditions under which
j is willing to performα for i. These conditions are nonlogical, and we cannot say
anything more about them here.

Remark 4.According to the previous definition of dispositional trust, it is not
guaranteed that it is possible for agenti that the three conditionsκOccCap(j,α),
κOccPower(j,α,ϕ) and κOccIntends(j,α) are jointly true when he will have the oc-
current goal thatϕ. For the sake of simplicity in the presentation, we have
not included this additional condition in the definition of dispositional trust, al-
though in some cases it seems to be relevant. Nevertheless, it can be included
by replacing the first elementPotGoal(i, ϕ) in the previous conjunction by:
¬Beli Henceforth¬(Prefi Eventuallyϕ ∧ κOccCap(j,α) ∧ κOccPower(j,α,ϕ) ∧
κOccIntends(j,α)).

As we have announced, occurrent trust can be inferred from dispositional trust under
some conditions.
10 Note that the trusteej’s awareness of this is also relevant here: suppose thati knows thatj is

capable to performα, while j wrongly believes that he is not.



Theorem 1. The following formula is a valid for any multimodal logic whereBeli and
Henceforth are normal modal operators in Chellas’s sense [9] and where the latter
obeys the standard temporal logic principleHenceforthϕ→ ϕ:

( DispTrust(i, j, α, ϕ)
∧OccGoal(i, ϕ)
∧Believes(i, κOccCap(j,α))
∧Believes(i, κOccPower(j,α,ϕ))
∧Believes(i, κOccIntends(j,α)) ) → OccTrust(i, j, α, ϕ)

6 Formal definition of reputation

In this section we parallel the preceding analysis of trust by an analysis of the reputation
of a target agentj. First of all, we consider that reputation hasthe same four ingredients:
an agentj that is the object of the reputation, an evaluating group on agentsI, an action
α of j, and a goalϕ of I with respect to whichj’s action is evaluated. Reputation
therefore also takes the logical form of a 4-argument predicate

Rep(I, j, α, ϕ)

to be read “j has reputation in groupI to doα in order to achieveϕ”.
Is it always the case that the object ofj’s reputation is an action? Doesn’t one just

have the reputation of being a good physician or a good mechanics? We argue that even
in these cases, reputation is about some set of actions inj’s repertoire.

The goal component is perhaps a bit more difficult to defend than in the case of
trust: in a loose sense, reputation is about regular behavior ofj that is known to group
I, not involving any group goals, norms, standards or whatever. We think that this is
a matter of debate. It sounds odd to say thatj has the reputation to drink coffee after
lunch: it does not matter for us whetherj regularly drinks a cup of coffee after lunch or
not at least as long as this is not relevant for any of our goals. In any case, such a kind
of reputation would be of little interest in applications such as e-commerce. So we here
consider a strict sense of reputation whereα has to be relevant for the group goals.

Second, we argue that both trust and reputation can be defined fromthe same con-
cepts, viz. j’s capability, willingness, and power. The main difference between trust and
reputation is that the former is an individual belief of the truster, while the latter is a
group belief of the evaluating agents. By “it is group belief thatϕ” we mean that the
members of the group publicly accept thatϕ.

It remains to address the question what group beliefs and group goals are.
First, we stress thatgroup beliefcannot be identified with the concept of common

belief that is familiar from theoretical computer science and economy [15]. Indeed,
while common belief of a groupI implies individual belief by every member ofI, this
should not be the case for the kind of group belief that is involved in reputation: else
j’s good reputation in groupI would imply individual belief about the four properties
in question, which is certainly too strong a link. We instead adopt Tuomela’s definition
of we-belief [34, 35], that was cast in a formal logic in [16, 17]. Group belief (noted
GroupBeliefI ) basically has the same properties as individual and common belief,



except that the infinitary construction of common belief11 is abandoned. Group belief
satisfies the following positive introspection property: the fact that the agents inI have
a group belief thatϕ (i.e.GroupBeliefI ϕ) impliesi’s belief that the agents inI have
a group belief thatϕ (i.e.Beli GroupBeliefI ϕ) wheni ∈ I.

Let us turn now togroup goals. We would like to understand them in a broad sense,
including norms, standards, values and any other property that is in some sense ideal
for the group. Therefore group goals are weaker than joint goals and joint intentions
[14, 19]. Thus, the expression “the group of agentsI has the (group) goal thatϕ” means
for us “according to the group of agentsI it shouldto be the case thatϕ”. There is a
lot of work about the relation between individual goals and group goals. For instance,
we might capture a notion of group goal by means of an aggregation of the individual
preferences, as done in classical social choice theory. It appears that we do not need such
sophistications at the present stage. We therefore remain agnostic on this point, and do
not detail any particular relationship between group preferenceGroupPref{i,j} ϕ on
the one hand, and the individual preferencesPrefi ϕ andPrefj ϕ on the other.

Summing things up, we define the predicateRep(I, j, α, ϕ) as the conjunction of a
goal ofI and three beliefs ofI aboutj:

Rep(I, j, α, ϕ) def= PotGoal(I, ϕ) ∧
GroupBeliefI CondCap(j, α) ∧
GroupBeliefI CondPower(j, α, ϕ) ∧
GroupBeliefI CondIntends(j, α)

wherePotGoal(I, ϕ) is defined similarly toPotGoal(i, ϕ) by:

PotGoal(I, ϕ) def= ¬GroupBeliefI Henceforth¬GroupPrefI Eventuallyϕ

and the predicatesCondCap(j, α), CondPower(j, α, ϕ) andCondIntends(j, α) are
defined as in Section 5.

7 Comparison of reputation models

Several reputation and trust models have been proposed in the last years. Most of them
propose or adopt a quite vague definition of trust and reputation and emphasize the pro-
cess of inferring reputation. In this section we present a comparison with some of these
models, focusing on the (often implicit) properties of reputation. Among the proposals,
we selected those that present a clear definition. The Table 1 contains a summary of
the properties of other definitions of reputation using our definition as the base. A brief
explanation of each criterion follows.

Collective (Col): whether the reputation is the result of a collective/global process.
Cognitive (Cog): if mental states like beliefs are used to define the reputation.
Evaluation group (Grp): if a target agent can have different reputations for different

groups (the termI in our definition).

11 Either by means of an induction axiom, or by means of the infinite conjunction

CommonBeliefi,j ϕ
def
= Beli ϕ ∧ Belj ϕ ∧ Beli Belj ϕ ∧ Belj Beli ϕ ∧ . . .



Definition Col Cog Grp GG Cap Pow Int Con
ForTrust yes yes yes yes yes yes action yes
Conte & Paolucci yes yes yes yes no no goal no
FIRE yes no no no no no action no
LIAR yes no no yes no no no yes
Regret yes no yes no yes no no no
e-Bay yes no no no no no no no

Table 1.Properties of definitions of reputation

Group goal (GG): if the reputation can be assigned to a goal and thus the same agent
can have different reputations for different goals (the termϕ in our definition).

Action capability (Cap): whether the definition considers the capability of the agent
for an action (theCondCap predicate).

Action power (Pow): whether the definition considers the power of the agent to
achieve the group goal when performing the action (theCondPower predicate).

Intention (Int): whether the definition considers the agent’s intentions to perform the
action or goal for the group (theCondIntends predicate).

Condition (Con): whether the reputation considers the dispositional conditions for the
actions (theκ function).

The definition of reputation presented in Conte & Paolucci in [11] shares important
fundamental properties with ours: reputation is a collective construction about the will-
ingness of some agent towards some group goals. Conte & Paolucci distinguish image
from reputation: the former is an evaluation of a given target shared by the agents in a
group, the latter is avoicecirculating in a group of agents about the target. Although
the image of a targetj in a group of agentsI can be influenced, among other factors, by
j’s reputation in the groupI, j’s reputation inI does not necessarily coincide with its
image. In Conte & Paolucci’s view, it is not necessarily the case that, ifj has a certain
reputation in the groupI relative to a certain property then, every agent inI believes
thatj has this property. The reputation ofj in I only implies that every agent inI be-
lieves that there is a voice aboutj which circulates inI. This aspect of reputation is
captured by our formal definition based on the concept of group belief. Indeed, the fact
that the agents inI have a group belief thatϕ (i.e. GroupBeliefI ϕ) does not neces-
sarily imply i’s belief thatϕ (i.e.Beli ϕ) wheni ∈ I. On the contrary, the fact that the
agents inI have a group belief thatϕ (i.e.GroupBeliefI ϕ) impliesi’s belief that the
agents inI have a group belief thatϕ (i.e.Beli GroupBeliefI ϕ) wheni ∈ I.

Besides the formalisation in relation to trust, our contribution introduces the actions
of the target agent into the definition of reputation. This is more precisely defined in
terms of the capability, power, and intention for some actionα. Another difference is
the intentional part of reputation which is cited in their definition as being related to a
goal whereas in our definition the intention is assigned to an action.

For the FIRE model [23], trust is a “measurable level of the subjective probability
with which an agenta assesses that another agentbwill perform a particular action, both
beforea can monitor such action and in a context in which it affects its own action.” If
this value is not built based on direct interactions with the target agent, but based on a



collection of experiences of other agents that interacted with the target agent, it is called
reputation. In the FIRE model reputation is not analyzed at a collective level. Indeed,
there is no notion of evaluationsharedby the whole group. Differently from FIRE, in
our approach an agent can distinguish in its belief base its own evaluation of the target
(in our terms, its trust) from the evaluation of the target shared by the group (in our
terms, its reputation).

The LIAR model uses reputation to control agents’ behaviour in a decentralised
way [27]. As in FIRE, reputation is an evaluation about a certain target agent which is
built on the basis of the reports of other agents. An agent gathers some recommenda-
tions from its neighbours about a given target when trying to achieve a given goal (that
is usually a norm that must be respected in the society) in a given context. Regarding
our definition of reputation, this context corresponds to the dispositional condition of
the target agent.

Among direct experiences and opinions from others, in the Regret system [30],
the reputation of an agent also considers its position in a group, a position given by a
sociogram. The reputation based on a sociogram is called ‘neighbourhood reputation’.
While the two former dimensions of reputation are subjective to the agent (as for FIRE),
the latter dimension is similar to ours: the reputation of a target agentj is given in the
context of a groupI and is not reduced to the opinion of the members ofI aboutj. If an
agent collects all the opinions of members ofI (witness reputation), it cannot compute
the neighbourhood reputation from these opinions. As the group goal is not considered,
j’s power needs not be considered either. Conditions and intentions are also not taken
into account. Regarding the actions, the Regret model focuses on the external attribution
of trust, i.e. the evaluation of an agent’s capability to perform some action.

8 Conclusion

We have provided a logical analysis of the concepts of trust and reputation. Our first
contribution is the formalization of Castelfranchi & Falcone’s concept of occurrent trust
within a combination of existing logics for MAS. Our second contribution is the identi-
fication of the concept of dispositional trust, that we have contrasted with C&F’s occur-
rent trust. Our third contribution is a formal definition of reputation that is structurally
similar to the definition of dispositional trust but moves from individual beliefs and
goals to group beliefs and goals. According to our definitions, trust and reputation have
the same content: some properties of a given target (capability, power, willingness). The
only difference is that trust is an individual attitude (micro level), whereas reputation is
a group attitude (macro level). Trust is an individual belief about some properties of a
given target which are relevant for a goal of the truster, whereas reputation is a group be-
lief about the same properties of the target which are relevant for a group goal. We have
concluded by comparing our approach with existing models of trust and reputation.

Our future work will be devoted to present a semantics and an axiomatisation of the
operators of belief, goal, action, group belief, group goal presented in this paper and
of their interactions. We will also study the properties of the formal definitions of trust
and reputation and show how reputation can be exploited by an agent in order to build



its trust in a given target. Special attention will be given to the issue of group goals in
order to clarify their relationships with individual goals.

We also plan to implement our proposal in an agent programming language where
beliefs and goals are basic constructors (e.g.Jason[5] or 2APL [12]). To manage group
beliefs, we will evaluate the use of shared artefacts that are available in the agents’
environment. These artefacts will then build and store the group beliefs required for
reputation. The infrastructure proposed in [29] will be used since it binds the above
cited languages to artefacts.
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